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Support for your teaching:

- Request new resources
- Put your textbook on High Demand
- Make your course readings online - Digital Readings Service
- Copyright advice
- Information research skills – face2face & online
- Subject guides - for all disciplines
- Online workshops – e.g. Legal Research Workshop
- Videos
- Off Campus Library Service
Subject Guides

Engineering

In this Guide
- Find books
- Find articles & papers
- Engineering sub-fields
  - Civil engineering
  - Electrical engineering
  - Electronic engineering
  - Mechanical engineering
  - Systems engineering
- Assignment help
- Patents and Standards
- Research

Search Essentials

Search the Library Catalogue

Search

More Information | Advanced Search
Find information on any topic from the UniSA Library's collection of print and electronic books, journals, theses, newspapers and conference proceedings.

Referencing and Academic Skills

Unisa Harvard | Referencing Help | Organising References | Academic Skills

Need help referencing? Follow the roadmap!
- Roadmap to referencing
  This web resource shows you how to reference using the Harvard-UniSA style.
- Find examples on how to do your in-text citations and references, from different sources of information, such as articles, books chapters, websites, and more.

Ask the Library

In person, telephone, email or chat online.
Message:

Chat

Check out these related Subject Guides
- Construction Management
- Defence
- Information Systems
- Manufacturing
- Mathematics
- Project Management
- Software Engineering
- Telecommunications
- Occupational Health & Safety

Ask your team

Academic Library Services team - Division of ITEE

Email Us
Digital Learning Resources Guide

Welcome

Enhance your student's learning by using digital resources the Library subscribes to.

Explore this guide and discover:
- references on pedagogical and design aspects of blended learning
- case studies showing what others are doing
- online resources to extend student's learning
- ways to find material for the Library to purchase

Recent literature in Scopus

- Developing the next generation of entrepreneurs: Giving students the opportunity to gain experience and thrive
- The international summer school experience: a worthwhile challenge
- K-12 online lesson alignment to the principles of Universal Design for Learning the Khan Academy
- Enhancing student engagement using the flipped classroom
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UniSA's strategy

UniSA is adopting a range of measures to engage with students and enhance their learning:

- Discussion paper: Developing UniSA's Digital Learning Strategy
- Crossing the Horizon Action Plan

"We will pursue a blended approach to online and face-to-face learning...Combining an optimum blend of online preparation and tutor-mediated learning, UniSA's flipped classroom will meet the requirements of today's student body." - p.8

2014 UniSA workshop

This workshop was delivered by Dr Abelardo Pardo, from University of Sydney, in a flipped classroom mode.

How to deploy a Flipped Classroom

Dr Abelardo Pardo
School of Electrical and Information Engineering
The University of Sydney
16 February 2014

We can help you!

- Contact us
  Need help finding material to enrich student learning? Contact us for help finding relevant online resources.

UniSA resource

- Digital Learning Strategy web resource
  This learning site was created to guide the development of UniSA's first Digital Learning Strategy. Visit to find a range of teaching spaces, showcases, and to have your say.

Related Guides

- eBook guide
- Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL)

Ask your Team

For further information please contact the Academic Library Services team responsible for your Division.
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Guide

Scholarship

*The work of the professor becomes consequential only as it is understood by others. Yet, today, teaching is often viewed as a routine function, tacked on, something almost anyone can do. When defined as scholarship, however, teaching both educates and entices future scholars.*


...of Teaching and Learning

*The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) is conceptualised by Kreber (2005) as “the practical, intellectual and critical work done by university teachers that facilitates student development toward significant educational goals”*

This guide supports university teachers, particularly those new to SoTL, to conduct research or evaluation about teaching and learning. Further, this guide assists teaching staff to identify appropriate discipline related journals and conferences to publish their findings, so they may in a scholarly manner, contribute to teaching and learning discussions and debates nationally and internationally.
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